‘Tis U.S. News Survey Season

How do we know? The usual flood of holiday greetings from law schools. Each school is plainly concerned that we might be suffering from incomplete information about (a) its faculty—especially each member’s outstanding teaching and extraordinarily erudite, innovative, and voluminous scholarship—and (b) its cutting-edge institutional initiatives, and their important impact on the course of law and justice. See, e.g.,

We suspect the volume is heavier than usual at Green Bag WHQ this year because at least two of our editors are the “Most Recently Tenured” members of their law schools’ faculties, and thus the holders of coveted votes in the U.S. News “reputation” poll of “peers.”
Will the power go to their heads? Will they vote strategically? Will they boycott? Will they offer their votes for sale on eBay?
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